Applications of pi-photon-induced transparency in two-frequency pulse electron paramagnetic resonance experiments.
An approach to pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments which are based on two different resonance fields is introduced. Instead of using two microwave (mw) sources or a magnetic field jump, bichromatic pulses consisting of a transverse microwave field with frequency omega(mw) and a longitudinal radio frequency field with frequency omega(rf) are employed. Such bichromatic pulses excite a number of multiple photon transitions at frequencies omega(mw)+komega(rf) (k in Z). The pi-photon-induced transparency phenomenon is used to select the required transitions. This approach is used in the stimulated soft electron spin echo envelope modulation and the four-pulse double electron-electron resonance experiments. The results obtained using the bichromatic pulse approach are in agreement with those obtained with the standard pulse EPR techniques. It is shown that applying bichromatic pulses is straightforward and advantageous in several respects.